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in 2012 nas released life is good, his first full length in over a decade. "its nas gone back to his roots," said rolling stone, and "the 56-year-old mc still raps like a teenager. he sounds like he's having the time of his life and he lets the beats and lyrics take him to places
he's never been before." nas proved he could still get it going. the album hit the stores just weeks before kanye west's my beautiful dark twisted fantasy, nas' album would go on to sell over 500,000 copies in its first week of sales, the album would not only go

platinum but double platinum in the us with the hit single, the triumphant return of the b-boy. he's the only rapper who can get away with having a song called, "daughters," which features gwen stefani and lil' kim. the album features a little bit of everything, in the
form of collaborations with the likes of busta rhymes, mos def, jay z, alicia keys, kid cudi, and andre 3000 to name a few. the album also includes the introspective track my block, which is a look at the past, present and future of nas himself. a few albums later and
nas is back with life is good, the albums title track is one of the greatest hip hop anthems of all time and you can tell that nas has grown tremendously as an artist since the last time he released an album. the album is one of the best of the year and has a very solid
album to be named after. nas is the best rapper alive, end of story. rating: 10/10 at its best, nas is president is as smart as his best work, while at its worst it is as good as his worst work. the album is a true evolution of nas, the beats are more in your face than ever
and nas steps out from behind the beat and takes centre stage. as always, the lyricism on nas is president is excellent, however, while nas is president is on the whole a very solid album, there are a few tracks that are a bit underwhelming, the worst track being the

very weak lyrical offering against a very weak beat. rating: 7/10
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